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Abstract: 

Purpose:
Suburbia, with its many sustainabili� problems, is possibly the next biggest frontier of exten-
sive pro-sustainabili� measures in Slovenia (or/and Europe). One of the possible measures how 
to revive suburbia is trough establishing and supporting creative clusters, which are small 
sub-urban areas, with stronger concentration of creative industries. The aim of this initial phase 
of my doctoral investigation is to elaborate possibilities how to design and support those clus-
ters and why some of them are succeeding, others not.

Methods:
To answer this question, I will analyse my professional work with those clusters in the last 
decade, including ‘’bottom up’’ and ‘’top down’’ projects and initiatives and compare it with simi-
lar practices from local and regional level. First part of the research will focus on experience 
through interviews and personal observation, later in the process I expect to add some amount 
of measurable data.

Implications:
Within the research, I expect to create a better understanding, where in suburbia creative clus-
ters are appearing and why and how creative clusters e�ect on local circular economy and 
sustainable development. Later I will use this data to create guidelines for developing the tacti-
cal urbanism policies, for designing creative clusters and frameworks how to invest into cre-
ative areas in order to shi� from existing models of suburbia into more sustainable develop-
ments.

Trondheim goals:
The initial data and personal experiences indicate, that fluidi� of people, accessibili� of a�ord-
able individual transport and less constant way of life (peer to peer way of life) are main chal-
lenges for  creative clusters areas to achieve positive impact on the sustainabili�.
My first goals for Trondheim are to present my personal experiences and findings from my 
creative practice in suburbia and elaborate on the findings. I will expose the question of how 
much mobili� (physical and mental) of creative class individuals is e�ecting the success or 
failure of those creative clusters initiatives. I will present story and experiences of people 
involved in Štajn students architecture group (later Štajn architects), which I have lead for last 
decade. Through the printed graphic material, statistical data and presented parts of interviews 
with its members, I intend to open a debate around the table on the topics of reviving suburbia 
with creative clusters. 
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My personal mental hyperci� image, as a result of testing my less constant way of life (peer to peer way of life) , which i 
live in the last few years. Is that kind of living opportuni� for suburbia, product of suburbia or cause for suburbia?



One of many ‘’bottom up’’ strategic projects, where we designed moving mamooth, to show the local people, where the real 
bronze statue of mamooth could be. It was a test. It was an creative and learning experience. This project was one of many 
tactical tests, how to change and develop the public space trough creativi�.
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